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COUNCIL ACCEPTS EFC REPORT AND REPORT
ON ELECTION PRELIMINARIES

Perhaps it could be called the
Council That Almost Wasn't. Mr. Boynto
(tomorrow) last second entrance just saved Council from
a washout—not from the rain but from
a lack of quorum.

A council of Robert Edmonds, Andrew
Krieger, Steve Tromper, Mr. Boynton and Mr. Lensing heard Dick Runshoff
deliver an Educational Policies Com-
mittee report. Citing achievements
and developments, he pointed to the
following:
1) Recommended that afternoon clas-

ses be moved back 15 minutes.
2) Recommended that language classes
be moved back from the Manor. (Classes
already have the option of selecting
their own class meetings)
3) Recommended that the Administra-
tion step: student grading of non-object
ive exams.
4) Recommended that the Administra-
tion hire another Philosophy professor.
5) Recommended that the Administration
add a geography course to the Social
Studies curriculum.
6) Recommended that Council and the
Administration should let individual
divisions handle course changes of this
nature, not E.P.C.
7) Send out questionnaire regarding the
effectiveness of the new Six-Point
Program.

8) Propose a meeting to be held,
attended by the Dean, the Executive
Committee, and one member of E.P.C. from
each division, to question the necessity
of moderation in respective divisions.
Suggest that some divisions do not
need moderation, or that present criteria
for particular divisions be revised.
Suggest that individual faculty-student
course confrontations be allowed.

Probing the problem of E.P.C.'s
nebulously defined position, Mr. Runsh-
off suggested that E.P.C. was already
functioning as more than a liaison be-
tween Faculty, students, and Adminis-
tration. It held regular meetings, con-
sidered almost everything that came

Summary of Council activities of Nov.
21.

Council investigated the cigaret-
tea concession. No action was taken.

Counsel accepted the House Presidents' proposal to change the point
system. Counselman Edmonds motion that
council emphatically suggest to the
administration that placing the birth
control information openly on tables
in the infirmary become policy, was
assumed 4-0-2. The motion to reinser
t he statement describing the restrict-
ions on the hours Social Rooms may be
pen was accepted 4-1-1. Council ac-
tected the motion concerning the regu-
lation of pets on campus 3-2-1. Mr.
Krieger casting the deciding vote.

QUOTATION OF THE WEEK: AGO
The question is: can we be a
college and a zoo at the same time?
Dean Hodgkinson

December 1, 1956
The results of the primaries for Community Council were as follows:

BRUCE LIEBERMAN ............... 144
MALCOLM MCGUIRE ............... 135
JERRY ROCHLIS ................... 127
KELLY JOE SOH ................... 112
COLLETTE BERRY .................. 100
HARVY FLEETWOOD ............... 90
THA MCGILLAN .................... 99
VWORAH TURKON ................. 89

The recent Council primary elections showed signs of some national political trends. Specifically, a trend towards boorish and reactionary in high places. However, in terms of what voters across the land seem to want in their political leaders, it is easy to see what qualifies some of the candidates.

Bruce Lieberman led the pack — perhaps in more ways than one. His campaign shows the value of (a) publicity (b) being shrill and negative in public utterances, and (c) attacking everyone who opposes you as a bigot and a right-winger. Dissent, apparently, is only allowable for those with whom you agree.

Harvey Fleetwood shows that it pays to own a newspaper. The fact that it isn't a very good one is obviously irrelevant. There is, after all, no such thing as bad publicity. He also has a modicum of experience, having served one term as a Council-appointed member of Council. If that sounds confusing, it was. His honesty and straightforwardness earned him defeat at the polls the following term.

Jeff Rochlis is perhaps the most qualified of them all, since he is an athlete as well as an actor, two primary virtues for the aspiring political leader.

Collette Berry is pretty. She has a Council member (Chas. Le Curgence), and she can dance, which, according to all reports, is something Ronnie Reagan can't do.

Dev Tarrow is pretty, too. She is also public-spirited, since she's willing to forego her salaried position as Council secretary to become an unpaid member of that body.

All in all, next term's Council may be the most talented aggregation yet; beauty, talent, and physique. Who's next?"

Jeffrey T. Mortimer

The other side of the Geist

If rudeness and political naivete are qualifications for public office, Bruce Lieberman deserves to be elected to Community Council, for he has shown a great deal of both those qualities.

Regardless of how one feels about Mr. Lieberman's ideas, one can't help but be irritated by the manner in which he presents them. There was nothing wrong in getting up a counter-display when the Navy recruiters came to Bard last week; even if most of the literature which was handed out was printed in Hanoi. Perhaps there was even nothing wrong in Mr. Lieberman and the other members of S.B.S. standing around and making faces at the Navy. But, I wonder what was gained when Mr. Lieberman went up to one of the recruiters and asked him, 'Do they allow you to think, or can you?'

However, perhaps we should forgive Mr. Lieberman his rudeness. It may be that, in his attempt to bring the truth to the Bard campus, he has simply gotten a bit overzealous. But what is this truth he longs so to tell us?

It is simply this: that all the problems of Bard College have been caused by the administration and that they would all be solved if only the student had an equal share in running this institution. Mr. Lieberman would like to see the student body informed of every action on the part of the administration. He would like the students...
to decide who can be dismissed from the college and on what grounds. He would like the students to have a say in the content of the courses taught.

Yet, when the president called a meeting to discuss with the student body the actions of the administration less than a hundred students turned out. And although Mr. Lieberman feels that the faculty should devote more time and effort to the courses that they give, he objects to their using student markers to allow them to get the time to do so.

Pericles, in his funeral oration gave what has become the definition of a liberal education: "If we cannot originate, at least we can judge." Mr. Lieberman seems to feel that he can do the judging before he gets the education. The fallacy of his idea is shown by the vanity and incoherence of the judgement and the rude manner in which he presents them.

Matthew Perelson

AND A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL

The annual Boar's Head Dinner Tuesday night was dander to the unfortunate creature after which it is named. Traditionally, this occasion is a festive one at which students and faculty dress up themselves, letting off whatever steam they have left after their long association with academ and its delights. Traditionally, too, the Godly (or as I am told) is an organ of non-constructive criticism, hence I will try to live up to its image by overlooking the high spots of the evening (the gym's decoration and Professor Wannah's stirring rendition of "Sir Giles and the Boar's Head") and confining myself to the general tenor of the revel: boredom, depression, and futility.

There was the punch, greeting us as we arrived, which consisted of slightly vodka-ed down apple cider. The proportion, I am told, was one part vodka to sixteen parts cider, which should give you some idea.

And the food: lukewarm, overdone roast beef, potato salad (I think), and some kind of salad. You had your choice of dressing for the salad: Italian, Italian, and Italian were available.

While I was standing in line (this feast was served buffet-style), my mouth watering in unjustified anticipation, I noticed that one of the seniors, a member of Council, had seen fit to bring his girl friend, who is not a senior, to the dinner, contrary to the request of the class that only seniors and faculty members attend the dinner. I couldn't help but be impressed with the respect shown by a member of a law-making body to a pillar of democracy for the rules set up by his peers. I was even more impressed with my own stupidity for not bringing my wife since, obviously, anyone could break the rules who wanted to.

Another member of the community who took action with regard to the wives rule was the Reverend Dr. Reamer Kline, President of the College. Dr. Kline did not break the rule, he simply declined to attend the dinner because he wasn't allowed to break it. With all due respect for Dr. Kline and his position, it seems odd that one who refers so often to "our Bard community" should be unwilling to abide by a rule that was intended to apply to all members of that community. I'm sure the Dean would have liked to bring his wife, and Mrs. Sugatt her husband, and faculty members their wives or husbands, but only a Council member and the president of the college refused to accede to the wishes of the dinner committee.

Professor Hochman, the senior class advisor, contributed to the merriment by delivering a solemn speech about how virtually all the members of the community were not intellectually involved, committed to knowledge, etc. While I'm sure we were all enlightened by his remarks, the purpose of the Boar's Head dinner is entertainment and revelry, not enlightenment. One wonders if Mr. Hochman is going to give a fulminated, laugh-riot speech at commencement, since he has already given his commencement speech at the Boar's Head.

A severe technological lapse, the absence of any amplifying system contributed to the already depressing situation. The Dean, Mr. Hochman, and the master of ceremonies, Andrew Kriegner, had to shout even to be semi-heard. The climax of the evening, however, was the New Union String Band's performance of a heartwarming ditty about a mother whose son, bright-eyed and apple checked a few scant months before, was now returning from Viet Nam... in a box. Unrestrained laughter, especially from those about to lose their student deferments, reverberated through out the room. The song was intended, the group explained, as an "international massage" for the senior class.

Inspirational it was. In fact, the entire evening served as an inspiration to those who were fearful that a finite limit could be set to the amount of bad taste that can be crammed into a few short hours.

Jeffrey T. Mortimer